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Abstract: With the rise of tourism, competition in the tourism industry is becoming 
increasingly fierce. Combined with relevant technologies of AI that intelligent tourism 
analysis model is discussed. A multi-layer big data analysis model is proposed, which 

provides interfaces for query engines, semantic search, and analysis. This paper 
proposes a prediction method of tourist throughput based on federated learning. 

First, we preprocess and normalize the Hainan tourism data participating in the 
training, and then use the logical regression model for training. At the same time, 
we use homomorphic encryption to ensure the privacy and security of the data. 

Finally, we train a model with strong generalization ability through server 
aggregation. In addition, we also use real Hainan tourism throughput data to prove 
the feasibility and effectiveness of the model. The results demonstrate that this 

model has good recommendation accuracy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of Hainan home stay tourism is based on rich tourism resources. Hainan is in the 
tropical area. The unique tropical climate and rich tropical crops make people yearn for it. Many 

tourists choose to escape from the cold in winter in Hainan; Home stay providers take advantage of 
the diversity of tropical crops in Hainan to develop more tourism projects, such as building tropical 

fruit gardens, tropical flower gardens, etc., to enrich tourists' travel life and enhance tourism 
competitiveness; Hainan is surrounded by the sea on three sides and has many islands. With the 
goal of building tourist attractions for leisure and winter vacation, Hainan encourages local farmers 

to develop home stay tourism, opens green entrepreneurship channels for entrepreneurs returning 
home to participate in home stay construction projects, and provides all-round support. While 
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developing homestay tourism, Hainan focuses on building beautiful villages, greatly improving the 
rural living environment, and successfully creating various ecological tourism routes such as rural 
family fun. 

In smart tourism services, as IoT, AI, big data, WSN and NFC have been used to provide 
tourists[16]. For example, visitors can download applications for leisure parks. This will shorten the 

waiting time for visitors and improve the overall utilization of the facility and visitor satisfaction[4]. 
To further improve the efficiency of tourism management and service and optimize the travel 
experience of tourists, smart tourism big data analysis model is discussed in combination with AI and 

big data technology, and efficient recommendation strategies are designed[19]. The passenger flow 
of Hainan tourism is an important production indicator of Hainan tourism of civil aviation, which is 

the basis for effective distribution of Hainan tourism resources, and also an important basis for 
investment decisions on Hainan tourism projects. In recent years, many scholars have proposed 
methods to predict traffic flow. However, due to the price policy and military aircraft drills of Hainan 

tourism, the data of a single Hainan tourism cannot be used to predict the tourist throughput. As the 
data related to civil Hainan tourism involves issues such as trade secrets and tourists' privacy 
security, it is difficult to summarize, and the phenomenon of data islands is serious[15],[17]. 

Google has put forward a new framework, called federated learning, which effectively solves the 
problem of privacy security[18]. In the training of federated learning mode, each client participates 

in the training of the model and can store its data locally without uploading. Therefore, each import 
the training model or gradient to the server for summary, and the summarized model or gradient 
information will be sent to the client by the server[7],[6]. 

These infrastructure components are essential for facilitating the smooth operation of federated 
learning, ensuring efficient data transmission, and maintaining the privacy and security of client data. 
By investing in infrastructure development, organizations can effectively implement federated 

learning and leverage its benefits in a secure and scalable manner. 

In the process of federated learning, homomorphic encryption scheme is most often used. 

Homomorphic encryption is a special algorithm that can directly encrypt your own data[9]. Due to 
different transmission energies, these encryption schemes can generally be divided into partial 
homomorphic encryption schemes, finite homomorphic encryption schemes, and all homomorphic 

encryption schemes[8]. For example, Paillier scheme only supports addition between ciphertext, but 
does not support multiplication between ciphertext[24]. For example, the Bonh Goh Nissim scheme 

can support infinite homomorphic addition, but only one homomorphic multiplication can be 
supported at most. 

In this paper, a throughput prediction model based on federated learning is designed. First, each 

Hainan tourism company predicts and processes historical data, normalizes the throughput data after 
removing outliers, and eliminates the impact of dimensions; Secondly, through the combination of 
logical regression algorithm and homomorphic encryption, Hainan tourism can share and train a 

prediction model without disclosing relevant data. 

2 PREPARATIONS 

2.1 Federated Learning 

Federated learning is a new distributed machine learning technology. The technical purpose is to 
ensure information security and legal compliance. Through efficient machine learning for each 

participating node, it can better conduct collaborative training, to obtain the overall model[11]. 
The basic algorithms in the research are not limited to statistical machine learning technology, but 
also include deep neural networks which are developing rapidly at present. The specific objective 

function of federated learning is shown in equation (1): 
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                                                                                     (1) 

Where m is the number of participants, and ，  is the local optimization 

objective function of the kth participant. The local objective function is generally defined by 

empirical risk loss on data, as shown in equation (2): 

                                                       (2) 
Then the new parameters obtained in the t-round iteration are shown in equation (3): 

                                                                          (3) 
Each participant is as follows (4): 

                                                                     (4) 

2.2 Logical Regression of Homomorphic Encryption 

Paillier semi homomorphic encryption algorithm was proposed in 1999[3]. It can process encrypted 

data, and the calculation result is still encrypted. Users with keys can decrypt the encrypted 
result[20]. 

This training model is a logical regression model, so the activation function used is 

,At , the label is 1, At , the label is 0, Its objective function is shown in equation 

(5): 

                                             (5) 
 

Assume that the parameters of Hainan tourism participating in the training are respectively  

Then the objective function of the two together is shown in equation (6): 

                             (6) 
Then the model parameters of Hainan Tourism A and Hainan Tourism B are updated as follows (7): 

                                                                             (7) 
Since Paillier encryption algorithm only supports additive homomorphisms and scalar multiplication 
homomorphisms, the literature uses Taylor expansion to approximate the original logarithmic 
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loss[14]. In this paper, we first expand the Taylor expansion of the logarithmic loss function log 
1+e-z() at z=0, and the expression is equation (8): 

                                        (8) 

The last item in the formula is directly removed by y because of , as shown in equation (9): 

                                     (9) 
Therefore, the corresponding encrypted gradient is as follows (10): 

                                (10) 

 

3 TOURISM MODEL BASED ON FEDERATED LEARNING 

In the model of this paper, firstly, the outliers of two Hainan tourism data are processed, and at the 
same time, the normalized processing is carried out to eliminate the impact of dimensions[26]. The 
method of logical regression is used for training, and the homomorphic encryption method is used 

for privacy protection. The federal server finally trains a model suitable for local Hainan tourism 
evaluation by aggregating the local models of the two. The federated learning framework of Hainan 

Tourism is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Hainan Tourism Federation Learning Framework. 

3.1 Handling of Abnormal Values 

Due to extreme weather and drilling events, Hainan tourism is prone to abnormal values. Therefore, 

when the tourist throughput value is not distributed in（ μ－ 3 σ，μ+ 3 σ) Will be judged as abnormal 

data. Remove abnormal values according to equation (11): 

                                                                                      (11) 
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Among them,  is the known overall standard deviation,  is the sample mean value, and the 

outlier is  or .  

3.2 Training Process Under Homomorphic Encryption 

In recent years, research has found that transmission through gradients will also lead to the risk of 

data privacy disclosure, so it is very important to carry out homomorphic encryption during the 
transmission of gradients[13]. The algorithm steps are as follows: 

Step 1 :The throughput of Hainan Tourism A and Hainan Tourism B respectively generate a pair 
of public and private keys and send them to the server. 

Step 2 :Hainan Tourism A and Hainan Tourism B calculate  and  of the local model 

respectively and encrypt them with public key, Send  and  to the server. 
Step 3 :The server decrypts the model parameters of two Hainan tourism after receiving 

 and , At the same time,  is calculated according to formula (6), and 
gradient is solved by formula (8), and then aggregation is performed. 

Step 4 :The server encrypts in the same process and transmits it to Hainan Tourism A and 
Hainan Tourism B[22]. 

Step 5 :Hainan Tourism A and Hainan Tourism B get  through decryption and calculate the 
gradient according to Formula (8), and then use the gradient descent method to update the 
parameters. After that, the homomorphic encryption is transmitted to the server again. 

Repeat Step 1 to Step 5 until the model converges. 

3.3 Prediction Process Under Homomorphic Encryption 

When the server queries, the model is deployed in Hainan Tourism A and Hainan Tourism B, and the 

prediction process is like the above training process. This is to be explained as follows. 

 Step 1 The server divides the forecast data into  and  parts, Use the public key encryption 

 and  of the server to get  and  and send them to Hainan Tourism A and Hainan 
Tourism B respectively for calculation. 

Step 2 Calculate  and  on Hainan Tourism A and Hainan 

Tourism B respectively and send them to the server [2]. 

Step 3 After the server decrypts,  and  are obtained.  Calculate the final output 

result . 

4 EXPERIMENT  

4.1. Experimental Set and Data Set 
According to the air passenger throughput forecast in this paper, since the selected experimental 

data set has no missing values, but there are outliers, the data set is normalized, and outliers are 
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eliminated[1,5]. The data set selected in this paper is two data sets of daily tourist throughput of 
Hainan tourism from January 1, 2019, to December 31, 2019. 

The experimental environment is configured as Ubuntu 21.0 operating system, IntelCore i5-

8300H, 8 GB memory, Python 3.6 framework, and RTX 3080 video card model [25]. Where, the 
learning rate of the model is 0.01, the momentum is 0.9, the number of iterations is 50, and 80% 

is the training value, and the remaining 20% is the prediction value. 
 
4.2. Comparative Experimental Analysis 

The comparison between the real data of Hainan Tourism A and the logical regression prediction is 
shown in Figure 2, the comparison between the real data of Hainan Tourism A and the federated 

learning prediction is shown in Figure 3, the comparison between the real data of Hainan Tourism B 
and the logical regression prediction is shown in Figure 4, and the comparison between the real data 
of Hainan Tourism B and the federated learning prediction is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from 

Figure 2 that in the process of training for a single Hainan tourism, due to certain noise, the model 
has a problem of high prediction or large fluctuation in the fitting process. Both Figure 2 and 4 have 
a large jump or high prediction value. The training value after the federated study, whether Hainan 

Tourism A or Hainan Tourism B, has a very high fitting degree, especially the fitting of Hainan 
Tourism A is very close to the truth, whether in terms of time fluctuation or prediction error value. 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of Tourist's Real Data and Logistic Regression Forecast. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison between real data of Tourist and federated learning prediction. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between the real data of Tourist B and the logistic regression prediction. 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of Tourist B Real Data and federated learning Forecast. 

See Table 1 for the comparison results of MPAE of logical regression and federated learning 

regression. The comparison between the MPAE values of the two methods of logical regression and 
federated learning shows that if logical regression is directly used for prediction, the accurate values 

obtained are 0.220 4 and 0.191 4 respectively, and the model after aggregation of the two has a 
significant improvement effect. This can also prove the feasibility and effectiveness of this scheme. 
 

 Tourist Tourist B 

logical regression 0.2205 0.1915 

federated learning 0.1548 0.1493 

 

Table 1: MPAE of logistic regression and federated learning. 

4.3. Spatial Equilibrium Characteristics 
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Through the factor detector, we can identify the impact of each factor on the high-level tourist 
attractions and obtain the q value of each impact factor (Table 2). Then the explanatory power of 
each factor on the spatial differentiation of high-level tourist attractions is as follows: city 

(0.45)>traffic (0.37)>NDVI (0.32)>DEM (0.29)>population (0.20)>GDP (0.12)>water system 
(0.04). This reveals that urban distribution, traffic conditions, vegetation coverage and terrain 

fluctuation (greater than the average q score of 0.26), while population, social and economic 
development level (GDP) and river system distribution have less influence on high-level scenic spots. 
 

Statistical 

value 

traffic river 

system 

population city DEM NDVI GDP 

q 0.38 0.05 0.21 0.46 0.29 0.33 0.13 

p 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
Table 2: Action intensity of each factor (q value of geographical detector). 

The suitability of high-level tourist attractions is simulated and predicted by applying deep learning 
technology. Squeeze Net model in convolutional neural network, as a representative network in deep 
learning, has simple structure, high calculation efficiency and high accuracy. After complete 

sampling, obtain the sample data set that simulates the spatial differentiation characteristics of 
scenic spots, and input it into the Squeeze Net model for repeated iterations to obtain the training 

model; Finally, the model is used to predict the study area. The higher the value, the more suitable 
for the development tourist attractions, and vice versa (Figure 6). 
 

 

Figure 6: Deep learning prediction of the spatial pattern of the scenic spot. 

As a whole, the southwest region is very suitable for developing high-level scenic spots, followed by 
coastal areas and the three northeastern provinces, and the northwest region is less suitable; From 

the perspective of urban agglomerations, the urban agglomerations in central Yunnan, Lanxi, 
Guanzhong Plain and central and southern, followed by Beibu Gulf urban agglomerations, Pearl River 

Delta urban agglomerations, cross-strait urban agglomerations, Harbin Great Wall urban 
agglomerations, central and southern Liaoning urban agglomerations and Tianshan northern slope 
urban agglomerations(Figure 6). In terms of DEM, the average altitude of 2849 m is very suitable 

for tourist, while the average altitude of 1566 m is not suitable for tourist attractions. Overall, the 
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higher the altitude is, the more suitable it is for scenic spots, and the change law does not show a 
linear growth trend. 

5 CONCLUSION 

To develop Hainan's tourism, this paper will analyze the advantages and current situation of Hainan's 
home stay tourism, grasp the tourists' travel trends and psychology, actively explore the direction 

of tourism development in the new era, and provide suggestions for promoting the development of 
Hainan's home stay tourism. Through the prediction of the tourist throughput, Hainan tourism can 
choose to carry out maintenance or other construction activities in the period of less passenger flow, 

to minimize the impact on the operation and management of Hainan tourism. In this paper, the 
federated learning is applied to enable two Hainan tourists to train a common model when privacy 

is involved, and homomorphic encryption is used in the process of transferring the model, thus 
ensuring that the data will not be disclosed.  
In the future, Hainan tourist image segmentation will be combined with data from other sensors and 

extended to the depth learning model. 
 
Qiong Chen, https://orcid.org/0009-0001-6076-2192 
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